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The goal of this paper is to present experimental results of the switching effect and analyze 

qualitatively the influence of various factors such as temperature, light illumination and 

sample thickness on switching behavior of the high quality binary chalcogenide 

semiconductor Tl2Te3. Current – controlled negative resistance of Tl2Te3 single crystal has 

been observed for the first time. It has been found that Tl2Te3 single crystal exhibit 

bistable or memory switching. The switching process takes place with both polarities on 

the crystal and has symmetric shapes. Current – voltage characteristics of Ag-Tl2Te3-Ag 

structures exhibit two distinct region, high resistance OFF state and low resistance ON 

state having negative differential resistance. Tl2Te3 is a binary semiconductor exhibiting S 

– type I-V characteristics. The specimen under test showed threshold switching with 

critical field of the switching 50
 
V/Cm at room temperature.  
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1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, a great deal of interest has been focused on semiconducting III- VI 

compounds. This interest has been driven by their possible device applications [1]. There is an 

increasing interest in thallium tellurides because of their thermoelectric and electrical properties 

[2]. In Tl – Te system the existence of the three crystalline phases Tl5Te3, TlTe and Tl2Te3 has 

been clearly established [3-8]. Studies of M2
III

X3
VI

 (M= Ga, In, Tl and X= S, Se, Te) compound are 

attracting wide attention because of their importance as good photovoltaic materials. Moreover 

these compounds have attractive properties for applications in electrothermal devices [9]. Tl2Te3 is 

a A2
III

B3
VI

 compound with very interesting physical properties [10-15]. Since 1990,s tellurim based 

chalcogenide material have been extensively studied for the applications to semiconductors 

memories [16]. Materials based on Se and Te semiconductor element have a wide range of 

applications in various solid state and semiconductor device, threshold and memory switching 

[17]. 

The switching phenomenon is one of the numerous interesting effects arising in strong 

electric field [18]. The phenomenon has been observed in a great number of crystalline, 

amorphous and liquid semiconductors [19 – 21]. The electrical switching phenomena have, from 

the beginning attracted considerable interest. Today, it is still a controversial subject; therefore, all 

experiments leading to its clarification are beneficial.Basically, switching consists in a transition 

from a state of high resistance OFF to one of low resistance ON.  
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The transition being generated by the application of a specific voltage as the threshold 

voltage Vth. If the OFF state can be recovered by removing the voltage, the electrical event is 

referred to as threshold switching. If the ON – state persists when applied voltage is turn off, the 

material is said to have a memory switching [22]. Although various models of resistive switching 

mechanisms have been suggested in some materials [23-25] the exactly switching mechanism has 

not yet been clearly understood. 

Up to our knowledge switching investigation in this compound has not been reported yet. 

The absence of data on the characteristics of switching about Tl2Te3 makes it difficult to estimate 

potential application of this material in electronic technology.  

The aim of this work is to study the switching phenomenon in thallium sesqutelluride 

single crystals. It is known that the switching characteristics are influenced by several factors. For 

this reasons our measurements cover a wide range of temperature as well as light intensity and 

sample thickness.  

 

 

2. Experimental arrangement 
 

2.1 Sample preparation 

 

Tl2Te3 single crystal were grown using a modified Bridgman technique for growing crystal 

from melt. Thallium sesqutelluride monocrystals were prepared from high purity thallium (6N) 

representing 51.6422 % and tellurium (5N) representing 48.3578 %. Stochiometeric of the element 

was used as starting in the growth experiments. At the beginning of the growth run, the ampoule 

with its charge was held in the hot zone of the furnace at 723 K for 10 h. for melt homogenization 

the charge was shaken during heating several times to accelerate the diffusion of contaminates 

through each other. Then the ampoule was moved into the middle zone of the furnace with a 

temperature of 511 K corresponding to the crystallization temperature according to the phase 

diagram [15]. Afterwards, the ampoule was cooled down slowly in the third zone of the furnace, 

and then the furnace was switched. Three weeks time (at a rate of 2 mm/h) was needed to complete 

the crystal growth. Details of the experimental equipment for crystal growth and preparation 

procedures are described elsewhere [26]. The resulting ingots which appear in bright metallic gray 

showed good agreement with the obtained data reported early [11]. The single crystallinity of the 

compound was checked using x-ray diffraction technique and JCPDS card No. 39 – 1403. From 

the X-ray studies it was evident that the crystal has a high degree of crystallinity with the required 

phase without any second phase, with monoclinic structure with lattice parameters a=15.623 Å,             

b = 10.773 Å, c = 10.774 Å, β = 101.04. 

 

2.2 Measurements of Switching  effect 

 

Specimens of Tl2Te3 with plane – parallel mirror surfaces were prepared from a large 

ingot. Their typical dimensions are 6.3 x 3.2 x 1.5 mm
3
. The samples are symmetric sandwich type 

structure in which single crystals are placed between two metal electrodes. The sample holder was 

described early [27]. The system was attached to a vacuum pump giving the possibility of 

measurements under vacuum. The environment temperature of the specimens under test was 

measured by means of a calibrated spot – welded chromel – alumel thermocouple. The 

investigation was carried out in wide range of temperature on switching behavior. The current – 

voltage characteristic was measured using programmable power supply thermo EC type. The 

current was measured by means of digital Keithley 617 electrometer. The current passing through 

the sample can easily be reversed or cut – off by applying three – pole double stage reversing 

switch. In order to investigate the effect of light intensity on the switching phenomena at 300 K, 

samples with appropriate thickness were mounted in a cryostat equipped with suitable windows 

and clamped in its holder provided with aperture to allow the passage of the radiation. Details of 

the apparatus and cryostat as well as the using circuit are described in ref. [28]. 
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The sample was illuminated at normal incidence. Luxmeter (Fisler Scientific mark) was 

used for measuring light intensity. The current and the potential drop across the sample as a 

function of intensity of illumination were registered directly. The effect of sample thickness on the 

CVC was also studied. The specimen with initial thickness equal to 0.29 cm was first tested for the 

current – voltage characteristic, and then its thickness was successively reduced. Samples with 

thickness varying from (0.29 cm – 0.14 cm) were used to investigate the influence of the sample 

thickness on the switching characteristics. 

 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1 Current – controlled negative resistance 

 

In the present work we investigated the switching phenomenon of bulk P-type Tl2Te3 

single crystal in sandwich form of structure Ag-Tl2Te3-Ag. Fig.1 shows the I–V characteristic of 

Tl2Te3 single crystal, where it can be seen that initially in high resistance (OFF state) the voltage 

across the sample varies ohmically with current. At Vth the sample exhibits a negative resistance 

behavior which leads to a low – resistance ON state region. In the On state the I–V characteristic is 

linear and the dynamic resistance is almost zero. The general behavior of the current – voltage 

charactristic for virgin sample of Tl2Te3 single crystal has characteristic shapes as given 

schematically in Fig. 1. Switching is symmetric with respect to the polarity. In the highly resistive 

state, the material is ohmic at small field. When the applied voltage exceeds some critical values of 

potential Vth the unit switches along the load line to conducting state. As the crystal goes into 

conduction state it remains there even if it is taken away from the circuit. A highly conducting 

state is retained in the absence of voltage for an indefinite time which is important in data storage. 

The process can be repeated several times. The memory switching phenomenon is an effect which 

follows a negative – resistance process. The form of the I–V characteristic suggests that the 

memory effect is composed of two processes: 

1) One is an electronic process which brings the sample into an S– type negative 

resistance zone. 

2) The other one could be a thermal effect which is caused by the current previously 

canalized in the filament. There will be a Joul heating effect in the filament due to the high current 

in the device and the temperature rise so produced is sufficient to form the monostable ON – state. 

In order to explain the On- state, Switching  can be included by (a) a sharp increase in carriers 

concentration, (b) a sharp increase in mobility, or (c) sharp increase in both. 

The parameters of the high – resistivity, low – resistivity state depend to some extent on 

the quality of the sample (its thickness) and on the surrounding conditions (temperature, 

illumination). 

 

3.2 Temperature dependence of switching phenomena of Tl2Te3 

 

The I-V characteristics are strongly influenced by ambient temperature as shown in Fig. 2. 

The temperature dependence of the I-V characteristics is an important for information storage 

applications. In the present study, the effect of temperature on CVC and switching behavior of 

Tl2Te3 compound have been investigated in the temperature range extended from 170 K to 320 K. 

Usually, in memory Switching  materials different samples of the same thickness are used to study 

are used to study the effect of temperature on the Switching  behavior. As seen from these curves 

for the I-V behaviors there are two distinct regions, one is the OFF state region and the other 

negative differential resistance (NDR region). As is evident from the experimental curves as well 

as predicted by the electrothermal model [22, 30]. The ambient temperature greatly influences both 

the form of the CVC curves and the threshold voltage Vth, and holding voltage Vh. The NDR 

region of the curves is more pronounced at higher ambient temperature. The transition from the 

low to the high conductivity state of the curves is almost abrupt at higher temperature. The 

threshold voltage Vth after which the NDR region set in, become higher with decreasing 
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temperature. There exist some fluctuations in the value of Vth when the first three or four switching 

cycles were measured. After three or four sets of measurements, the device becomes more stable 

and Vth sets to a constant value. Also we observe from the curves in Fig. 2, a marked increase in 

holding current Ih with increasing in temperature, while the holding voltage Vh gradually increases 

with decreasing in temperature. In temperature range of investigation (170 K – 330K), the 

characteristics shape is the same in Fig. 1 with an increase in temperature the current voltage 

characteristics as a whole is shifted toward the lower potentials. Also it is found that threshold and 

memory switching stability increase with temperature increase.  As the temperature increases one 

can observe three zones in the characteristics, ohmic zone at low voltage, non – ohmic at higher 

voltages and thirdly the threshold voltage Vth. The effect of the ambient temperature on the 

switching parameters Vth and Ith is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig.1: Symmetrical of the CVC of Tl2Te3 sample relative to the polarity. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Current – Voltage characteristics at different values of temperature. 
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Fig. 3: Ambient temperature effect on Vth and Ith. 

 

 

It is clear from the figure that as the temperature increases, the threshold voltage decreases 

and the threshold current increases. This indicates that an electrothermal mechanism is involved in 

the switching process. The dependence of Vth on T was analyzed on the basis of the thermal – field 

Frenkel effect. Allowance for this effect in reference [31] yields the following expression relating 

Vth and T 

𝑉𝑡ℎ = [ 
𝜋𝜀𝑜𝜀∞𝑑

𝑒
] (∅ − 𝐶𝑇)2 

 

where εo is the permittivity of vacuum, ε∞ is the electron component of permittivity, d is the 

distance between the electrodes, C is a constant, e is the electron charge, Ø is the depth of potential 

well and T is the absolute temperature. Variation of Vth with temperature is plotted in Fig. 4. On 

the basis of the above equation, using the coordination (Vth)
1/2

 and T. It is seen that in the whole 

temperature range of investigation, the threshold voltage decreases from 71 x 10
2
 to 30 x 10

2
 volt 

with temperature increases as expected from the above equation. This shows that the switching in 

Ag-Tl2Te3-Ag structures from a high to a low resistivity state ocuurs under the simultaneous action 

of an electric field and temperature [32]. This is supported by the dependence of the threshold field 

on thickness of the active region. The power necessary to change the material from the high – 

resistance stat to the low – resistance state called threshold power (Pth). The threshold power 

depends also on the ambient temperature. The dependence of the threshold power on temperature 

was plotted in Fig. 5. It is found that the relation between the threshold power and temperature 

increases exponentially with temperature up to 300 K, after which Pth decreases exponentially with 

temperature. This led us to the assumption that as the temperature increases the rate of thermal 

generation of free charge carriers greater than the rate of recombination and the effect of trapping 

centers can be neglected, this led to increase of the threshold power as the temperature increase up 

to 300 K. After which the effect of recombination become more than the generation, also the effect 

of trapping centers increase, all these factors led to the decrease of the threshold power as the 

temperature increases. In the high temperature region (300 – 330 K) this result is quite logical, 

since the power necessary to initiate switching decreases when temperature increases. The effect 

of surrounding temperature on the sample resistance ratio (ROFF/RON) as seen in Fig. 6 depends on 

temperature which decreases as temperature. Indicate that the surrounding temperature affects the 

sample resistance ratio. The ON – state resistance is typically 0.241 x 10
6
 Ω at room temperature 
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and depends on the magnitude of the threshold voltage, as Vth decreases RON decreases. The 

resistance ratio (ROFF / RON) for our samples at room temperature is of the order of 41.74. 

 
Fig. 4: Relation between Vth

1/2
 and T for Tl2Te3. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Temperature dependence of Pth. 

 
Fig. 6: Effect of temperature on the ratio ROFF / RON. 
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3.3 Influence of light intensity on switching effect 

 

The current – voltage characteristics at different values of light intensity at room 

temperature for Tl2Te3 are plotted in Fig. 7. The switching phenomenon of our sample was very 

sensitive to the light intensity. The CVC under illumination (0, 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000 Lux) 

has the general form of switching with S – shape. 

It is evident from this figure that I-V characteristics as a whole are shifted toward lower 

potentials with an increase in the intensity of the incident light, also we can see that the form of 

CVC and the magnitude of the photocurrent depend strongly on the intensity of the incident light. 

This means that in case of weak illumination the threshold voltage is larger and the threshold 

current value smaller than the value obtained in case of intense light. The characteristic behavior 

can be understood as follow: 

a- Values of high resistance state decrease by increasing light intensity. 

b- The field necessary for switching to be performed is reached early on increasing 

the light intensity dose. 

c- Near switching delicate control of the applied voltage is required, since an 

increment of 0.1 volt is sufficient to move the sample from a stationary condition to a switching 

condition.  

d- The holding voltage Vh decrease as the intensity of illumination increases, while 

the holding current Ih increase with the increase of the intensity of illumination. 

 
Fig. 7: Influence of light intensity on the I-V characteristics of Tl2Te3 single crystal. 

 

 

The variation of the threshold voltage and current with light intensity is represented in Fig. 

8. As can be seen, threshold voltage decreases with light intensity, whereas the threshold current 

increase with light illumination, both of them vary with exponential relation. The main 

contribution comes from photocarriers generation through excitation states and is larger than 

recombination process. 
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Fig. 8: Dependence of Ith and Vth on light intensity 

 

 

The relation between threshold power and light intensity is represented graphically in Fig. 

9. As it is noticed Pth decrease exponentially with increasing incident light intensity. This may be 

due to photogeneration process for excited free charge carriers, which take place under 

illumination of the sample, leading to a small power required for switching as the illumination 

dose increases. The dependence of the resistance ratio (ROFF / RON) on the illumination intensity 

was also determined as shown in Fig. 10. This ratio decreases as the light intensity increases in the 

low light intensity dose up to 800 Lux, after which its value increases rapidly with light 

illumination in the high intensity region. The ratio ROFF / RON varies from 17.59 to 42.8 in the 

range from (800 – 2000 Lux) of light intensity. 

 

 
Fig. 9:  Effect of light illumination on threshold power. 

 

 

3.4 Effect of sample thickness 

 

The overall feature of the I-V characteristics of Tl2Te3 are altered by change in sample 

thickness. For switching process one has to choose a specimen where resistance is changed from 

high value (OFF state) to a very low (ON state) by the lowest switching power. It is important to 
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observe the influence of sample thickness on the switching characteristics. Room temperature I-V 

characteristics for the investigated compound were studied for samples of thickness 0.29 cm – 0.14 

cm. Fig. 11 represents the dependence of the switching behavior on the thickness of Tl2Te3 

specimen. The figure indicates that the threshold potential changes with the specimen thickness 

and the width of the dashed lines, which represent variation from the OFF to ON state decrease 

with decreasing thickness. This result indicates that the switching can be easily controlled with the 

sample thickness. The holding voltage also affected with the active thickness of the specimen 

(decreases with decreasing sample thickness), whereas holding current Ih is independent on the 

sample thickness and has the value 36 x 10 
-4

 amper. The variation of the threshold switching 

voltage and current with thickness of the sample can be observed from Fig. 12, which represents a 

graph of Vth and Ith against d. it is clear from the curves that the threshold voltage increases with 

increasing of sample thickness, while threshold current decreases rapidly with increasing sample 

thickness. This indicates that the switching behavior can be easily controlled with specimen 

thickness. The dependence of Vth on the active region between the electrodes shows that switching 

is a bulk effect. The previous assumption that switching occurs under the simultaneous action of 

an electric field and temperature is supported by the dependence of the threshold field on the 

thickness of the active region. Fig. 13 shows the dependence of the threshold field on on the 

thickness of the Tl2Te3 samples. It is clear that Eth increases with sample thickness. This indicates 

that the electric field has a profound influence on the ability of the samples to undergo a transition 

from the OFF state to an effective region of NDR. This supports the suggestion that the 

mechanism of the switching in Tl2Te3 sample may involve both electric and thermal processes 

[33]. Investigation of the effect of the sample thickness on Switching  phenomena is useful for a 

chosen specimen whose resistance is changed from high value (OFF state) to a very low value 

(ON state) by lowest switching power. The variation of the threshold power Pth with sample 

thickness was plotted in Fig. 14. It is seen that the power required for switching decreases as the 

thickness of the Tl2Te3 crystal increases. This result indicates that the switching can be easily 

controlled with the specimen thickness. The ratio between ROFF and RON state decreases rapidly 

with decreasing sample thickness and reaches a very low value at lower thickness, this behavior is 

plotted in Fig. 15. 

 
 

Fig. 10: Relation between (ROFF / RON) and light intensity. 
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Fig. 11: Effect of sample thickness on the CVC of Tl2Te3 single crystal. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: Dependence of Ith and Vth on sample thickness. 
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Fig. 13: Relation between Eth and sample thickness. 

 

 
Fig. 14: Dependence of Pth on Tl2Te3 sample thickness. 

 

 

 
Fig. 15: The effect of sample thickness on the ratio ROFF / RON. 
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4. Conclusion 
 

The major features for the switching in Tl2Te3 single crystal can be summarized as 

follows: 

 From the I-V characteristic we can see that the process take place with both 

polarities on the crystal and has symmetrical shape. 

 When the applied voltage exceeds threshold the unit switches along the load line 

to the conducted state. The critical field for switching in Tl2Te3 is 50 V/cm at room temperature. 

 The specimen under test exhibit bistable or memory switching of the negative 

resistance process. The memory state persists if the current is decreased slowly to its zero value. 

However, if the current is forced to decay suddenly, the specimen returned to the high resistance 

state. 

 The phenomenon in our sample is very sensitive to the temperature, intensity of 

light and sample thickness.   

 The switching parameters (Vth, Ith, Pth, Eth, Vh, Ih, ROFF / RON) are cheeked under 

the influence of the different factors of the ambient conditions. 

 The VAC has S – shape type from the common form of the switching phenomena. 

 The parameters of the high - resistivity, low - resistivity state depends to some 

extent on the quality of the sample and on the surrounding conditions. 

In view of these properties our material can be used in the field of switching elements and 

memory elements in electronic devices.    
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